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Details of Visit:

Author: Daffon
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 23 Jul 2015 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Rose's flat is in cul de sac in a residential area 5 minutes from the M1. She gave a postcode and
when I arrived and had parked fairly easily, the flat number and directions.

I used AW email and SMS. Her replies comms were clear, useful and prompt inspiring confidence in
the arrangements.

I noted for future visits that this is within 5 mins walk of Luton Parkway Station.

Her flat is tiny and modest but clean.

The Lady:

I chose Rose because I love very slim pale girls with long legs. Her pretty poor gallery pics were
tantalising but showed enough promise for her to be on my hotlist for six months.

Well, I was bowled over by her in real life. Although 5'9" she seems taller because she's so slim and
her torso and legs seem to go on for ever (and she had her hair piled up as well!). From the top
down: she has a becoming ash blonde loose topknot over an oval elfin face with a very direct look,
lots of contact with her brown eyes and the most amazing soft and generous lips. Her skin is ivory
and flawless even - where she's shaved her pubic area she is completely smooth - her breasts are
small, barely a handful but her nipples are raspberry coloured and praise the lord on puffy areolas.
Really pretty and rare too.

She has a thigh gap and her pussy is lovely. When encouraged to open up she really is good
enough to eat and a tiny shiny clitoris appears like a pink pearl. Her legs are smooth and long and
she can cross her ankles around you. I'm not a foot man otherwise I would describe those too.

Clearly I'm biased. I adore this physique and she is one of the two or three girls I have seen in
twenty years who personify it.

I think she is physically very like Russian model Alice Wonderbang - stupid name but a fave of
mine.

It gets better. She's a sweet, down to earth entirely natural girl with no artifice. A Mancunian with a
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mild and appealing accent she immediately put me at ease and was happy to start kissing straight
away.

Throughout the entire session she was tender and loving with an instinctive feel that I wanted slow
and gentle with butterfly kisses, licks and particular emphasis on the tip of my cock on entry rather
than deep thrusting.

If you like it hard and fast, who knows, she'd certainly try and accommodate you.

The Story:

I'm a vanilla middle aged punter (with a slight Beauty and Beast thing going on). To have a GFE sex
with a stunning young woman is enough. She suggested oral from time to time while we were
cuddling. I'm not usually especially bothered, but this was exceptional. Not just the amazing
physical sensation but the view of her puffy nipples brushing my thigh and her lips around my cock.
AMAZING.

As for the unhurried vaginal sex in about 6 positions with no awkwardness chopping and changing.
PARADISE.

Well, you can see I'm smitten and biased. Maybe others not so affected wouldn't get quite as much
but I'm sure she would give as much.

She absolutely appeared to enjoy herself. I never like to question this when it appears genuine.
Amazing actress or lucky enough to enjoy sex with a middle aged man, who am I to question my
own luck or her skills and sweet nature.

I knew our session was tightly timetabled between two others with only ten-twenty minutes grace.
Rose let me FEEL that if it wasn't for the next appointment I could just have gone on. As it was, I
overran slightly. I'm sorry Rose but if you are going to be so popular and give so much, you are
going to have to timetable more you time between punters!

My only reservation is that she may become too popular. If ever a girl deserved it this is the one.

I'm used to half hour sessions with pretty Romanians who are cheap and can be OK. Ten years ago
I had just two sessions with a similarly gorgeous genuine giving English girl (Ruby at Beckys in MK)
then she retired and I have missed her ever since. Until now!
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